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Resonance-like coherent production of a pion pair

in the reaction pd → pdππ in the GeV region
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The reaction p+d → p+d+X was studied at 0.8–2.0 GeV proton beam energies with the ANKE
magnetic spectrometer at the COSY synchrotron storage ring. The proton-deuteron pairs emerging
with high momenta, 0.6–1.8 GeV/c, were detected at small angles with respect to the proton beam.
Distribution over the reaction missing mass Mx reveals a local enhancement near the threshold of
the pion pair production specific for the so-called ABC effect. The enhancement has a structure
of a narrow bump placed above a smooth continuum. The invariant mass of the dππ system in
this enhancement region exhibits a resonance-like peak at Mdππ ≈ 2.36 GeV/c2 with the width
Γ ≈ 0.10 GeV/c2. A possible interpretation of these features is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Production of a pion pair in pn, pd and dd collisions
accompanied by emission of a bound light nucleus has
been attracting attention since the first observation of a
significant local enhancement in the spectrum of the pion
pair invariant mass, Mππ, in the reaction pd → 3Heππ [1,
2]. The enhancement took place near the threshold of the
spectrum, Mππ ∼ 300 MeV/c2, with a surprisingly small
width of about 40 MeV/c2. This phenomenon got the
name of the Abashian-Booth-Crowe (ABC) effect, and
its study became a goal of a number of experiments [2–
11]. The main established features of the phenomenon
were:

1. isoscalar nature of the ππ pair,

2. quasi-resonance behavior of the cross section at a
fixed scattering angle in relation to the initial en-
ergy,

3. strong peaking of the angular distribution in the
forward and backward direction,

4. a rather complicated structure of the ππ invariant
mass spectra—presence of a wide bump beyond the
narrow enhancement,

∗Electronic address: cyrkov@jinr.ru

5. presence of the effect only in reactions accompanied
by production of the bound light nucleus, d, 3He,
4He.

Some of these features were explained by theoretical
models based on dominance of two mechanisms: exci-
tation of two non-interacting ∆(1232) baryons or excita-
tion of a single Roper baryon N(1440) in the interme-
diate state of the reactions [12–16]. However, neither of
the models could quantitatively describe the whole set of
the experimental data. No convincing explanation was
found in particular for the specific feature of the effect,
a rather narrow width of the ππ enhancement.
One may suppose that the basis of the ABC phe-

nomenon is the process

n+ p → d+ (π + π)0 (1)

shown in fig. 1a, which enters, as a sub-process, into the
amplitude of other reactions with more complicated nu-
clei (fig. 1 b, c, d). However, scantiness of data on reac-
tion (1) due to imperfection of the neutron beams avail-
able in 1970s and 1980s limited possible development of
theoretical models of the ABC effect. Furthermore, ben-
efit from use of the proton beams in the reaction

p+ d → p+ d+ (π + π)0 (2)

in the regime of the quasi-free interaction of the incom-
ing proton with the neutron inside the deuteron (fig. 1b)
was constrained by the inclusive character of the experi-
ments [4, 5]. A significant increase in interest in the ABC
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phenomenon in the last decade was caused by the WA-
SA@CELSIUS and WASA@COSY exclusive experiments
performed with a high resolution, large acceptance, and
robust particle identification setup. The first study of re-
action (2) revealed [17] a new feature of the ABC effect,
namely, the unexpectedly narrow width of a resonance-
like peak in the energy dependence of the total cross sec-
tion of the quasi-free process

p+ n → d+ π0 + π0. (3)

Within a conventional picture of this process with the
∆∆ excitation in the intermediate state one should ex-
pect a rather broad width of the peak comparable with
twice the width of the free ∆(1232) isobar, Γ = 110 MeV,
whereas the observed width is in contrast almost twice as
small, about 70 MeV. Since reaction (3) proceeds with a
relatively high momentum transfer from initial nucleons
to nucleons in the final state, it was noted that crucial
distances between baryons in the intermediate states are
comparable with a characteristic hadron size. It makes
the reaction favorable for manifestation of the internal 6q
structure of the participating baryon pair [18–20].
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FIG. 1: Schematic presentation of the two-pion production
mechanisms in the reactions np → dππ, pd → pdππ, and
pd → 3Heππ. Production of the dππ system in a free (a) and
quasi-free (b) np collision, in formation of the 3Heππ system
(c), and via the meson M exchange between the proton and
the deuteron (d). The shaded block depicts an intermediate
subprocess leading to the dππ system formation.

√
s denotes

the total energy of this subprocess, and Mdππ is the invariant
mass of the final dππ system equal to

√
s.

Long-term searches for the relevant subject, named
“dibaryon”, used the narrowness of the width of the
corresponding resonance, Γ . 100 MeV/c2, as a ba-
sic guideline for identification of the quark structure
of the resonance. For this reason, the resonance with
I(JP ) = 0(3+), the mass of 2.37 GeV/c2, and Γ ≈
70 MeV observed in the WASA experiments was inter-
preted [20, 21] as clear evidence for the genuine quark-
structure dibaryon. Such interpretation had a theoretical
background in the framework of chiral constituent-quark
models of the dibaryon (see e.g. [21–23]).

However, the hypothesis of the quark dibaryon na-
ture of the resonance observed in reaction (3) did not
exhaust the ABC problem. First, interpretation of the
effect in terms of the traditional meson-baryon approach
is not yet excluded since most of the models used be-
fore did not take into account either mutual interaction
of the baryons in their intermediate states or coupling of
the participating excitation channels. The studies done
last years [24, 25] resulted in a successful description of
some important features of the ABC effect via the meson-
baryon models. Second, the parameters of the ππ yield
enhancement observed in (3) and also in other reactions
of the ABC manifestation has no visible connection with
the features of the supposed 6q dibaryon. In particular,
the hypothesis does not give a guide for explanation of
the detailed behavior of the ππ-mass spectrum observed
in the SACLAY experimental study [6] of the reaction

d+ p → 3He + ππ. (4)

Descriptions of the perfect data of this experiment in
terms of the quark or meson-baryon approach are still
unknown.
Clarification of the physical nature of the phenomenon

can be advanced by its study in different kinematical con-
ditions. One of the ways in this direction is variation of
the excitation mode of the concerned baryon pair. In all
the experiments so far performed the energy transfer to
the pair was realized via free or quasi-free collision of fast

nucleons. It is of interest whether the two-baryon reso-
nance and the relevant ππ enhancement could be gen-
erated via coherent interaction of a fast projectile pro-

ton with a bound pn pair, the deuteron. Here, coherence
means, as usual, conservation of the same nucleus in the
initial and final states. In difference to the quasi-free
scattering mechanism (fig. 1.b) and 3Heππ system pro-
duction (fig. 1.c) both nucleons of the deuteron partici-
pate in the intermediate subprocess leading to the dππ
system formation and denoted by the shaded block in
fig. 1.
The deuteron receives the excitation “as a whole”. It is

clear that such a coherent excitation cannot be achieved
by a baryon exchange but occurs via a meson exchange.
Therefore, the kinematical conditions should be favorable
for such exchange, that is, the smallest possible trans-
verse momentum transfer and rather limited longitudinal
momentum transfer between the initial and final states
of the projectile proton. Such conditions ensure domi-
nance of the simplest mechanism of the process, which is
a diagram with a pole in the t-channel. In terms of the
kinematical observables it can be achieved in interaction
of a proton beam with a deuteron target when both, the
proton and the deuteron, are emitted at small angles to
the beam with rather high momenta. A high momentum
of the final proton, pp ≥ 500 MeV/c, excludes imple-
mentation of the quasi-free mechanism of the process,
which results in emission of a low-momentum spectator
proton (fig. 1.b). A high momentum of the deuteron,
pd ≥ 500 MeV/c, excludes the mechanism of the projec-
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tile proton excitation where the deuteron is not exposed
to excitation in the intermediate state and therefore gets
a rather low momentum.
Earlier studies of the p + d → p + d + π + π reac-

tion performed with a bubble chamber technique (see
e.g. [26, 27]) did not satisfy the above-stated require-
ments and were not aimed at studying the ABC effect.
Fortunately, the data obtained at the ANKE@COSY
setup in the deuteron break-up study at the beam en-
ergies of 0.8–2.0 GeV [28] contained a significant array of
events with a final pd pair emitted forward with a high
momentum of the both particles. These events well sat-
isfy the kinematical conditions for the coherent meson
production in the reaction

p+ d → p+ d+X (5)

with X = π, ππ, η and were processed to study this
reaction. In this paper we present only the two-pion pro-
duction data of this kind and their analysis.
Therefore, the purpose of this work is an experimen-

tal study of the coherent pion pair production in the pd
collisions, search for the ABC effect manifestation, and
comparison of the results with the known data on this
effect.
The experimental setup, technique, and conditions in

this work are similar to those used in several experiments
performed at ANKE and described in detail before [29–
34]. So sect. II of the paper gives only a general scheme
of the experiment and the features especially significant
for the process under consideration. Data processing, re-
sults, and their analysis are given in sect. III. Section IV
contains discussion of a possible interpretation of the re-
sults, and sect. V summarizes the paper.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at the proton beam
energies Tp = 0.8, 1.1, 1.4, and 1.97 GeV with the spec-
trometer ANKE [29] installed at the storage ring of the
synchrotron COSY. The beam interacted with the deu-
terium cluster jet target, and secondary fast protons and
deuterons were recorded by multiwire chambers and scin-
tillation counters of the Forward Detector [30, 31]. The
momenta of the particles were analyzed by the spectrom-
eter magnet. Recording of at least one particle with the
momentum higher than 0.6 GeV/c triggered acquisition
of the counter and chamber information. The angular
acceptance of the spectrometer is limited by the forward
laboratory angles within ±3.5◦ in the vertical and ±12◦

in the horizontal plane. The final particle momentum
was measured with an accuracy (RMS) of 0.8% to 1.2%
for protons and 1% to 2% for deuterons. Precision of
the polar angle reconstruction was 0.6◦(0.8◦) for protons
(deuterons). Unambiguous identification of the pd pairs
was achieved via measurement of the particle momentum,
difference ∆TOF of their time of flight from the target to

the counters, and ionization energy losses in the counters.
Figure 2 illustrates the particle identification at 1.1 GeV.
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FIG. 2: Identification of the pd pairs at 1.1 GeV: (a) Dis-
tribution of events on the plot of the time-of-flight difference
∆TOFmeas measured directly versus the difference ∆TOFcalc

calculated from the momentum measurement; (b) Ionization
losses versus momentum, the dashed lines depict the particle
separation; (c) ∆TOFmeas vs. ∆TOFcalc after the use of the
ionization loss cuts. The lines show the final selection of the
pd pairs.

Figure 2a shows distribution of the events on the plot
∆TOFmeas vs. ∆TOFcalc, where the former is the time
difference measured directly and the latter is the differ-
ence calculated for particles with the measured momen-
tum, assuming them to be proton and deuteron. It is
seen that the pd pairs are completely separated from the
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pp and dπ pairs and mixed with the pπ pairs only in a
small region of the pd and pπ line intersection. Strong
suppression of the pπ events and the accidental back-
ground was achieved by the appropriate separation of
the pd events on the plot of the ionization losses versus
momentum (fig. 2b). The use of the ionization loss cuts
provided clean identification of the pd events (fig. 2c).
No admixture of the pπ events was seen at this energy.
This background arose only at higher energies but was
localized in a very limited missing mass MX region dis-
tant from the two-pion region of interest: a small bump
near m2

ππ = 0.55 (GeV/c2)2 at 1.4 GeV and a peak near
m2

ππ = 0.84 (GeV/c2)2 at 1.97 GeV. It can be seen in
fig. 3 c, d.
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FIG. 3: Spectra of the missing mass squared at 0.8 GeV
(a), 1.1 GeV (b), 1.4 GeV (c), and 1.97 GeV (d). Arrows in
(c) and (d) mark the position of the pπ background when the
momentum of a pion is falsely accepted as the momentum of
a proton.

The luminosity was measured with an accuracy of
≈ 7% via simultaneous recording of single protons from
small-angle elastic and quasi-elastic scattering off the
deuterons. The data taking, track reconstruction, par-
ticle momentum determination and the cross section
normalization procedures are described in detail else-
where [28, 30–32].

Measurement of the 4-momenta of the final proton and
deuteron in the reaction pd → pdX completely deter-
mines kinematics of the reaction. In particular, the mass
MX and the 3-momentum of the meson system X can
be found explicitly. The M2

X spectra uncorrected for the
setup acceptance (fig. 3 a-d) reveal intense spikes caused
by the single π- and η-meson production and a broad
meson continuum. Significant enlargement of the meson
production in a mass region M2

X = 0.1–0.2 (GeV/c2)2

corresponding to the double pion production, is notewor-
thy at all Tp energies. This dominance can be regarded
as evidence in favor of a σ-dressed quark core concept
developed in works [35, 36].
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FIG. 4: The events selected by M2
X in the ππ peak, 0.073 <

M2
X < 0.17 (GeV/c2)2 at different energies Tp (GeV). The

distribution on the lab momentum plot Pp vs. Pd.

The meson continuum exhibits a pronounced enhance-
ment at the beam energies of 1.1, 1.4, and 1.97 GeV near
the two-pion production threshold. This enhancement at
M2

X = M2
ππ ≈ 0.1 (GeV/c2)2 is typical of the ABC ef-

fect manifestation. Momenta of particles for the events
selected in this enhancement region, 0.073 (GeV/c2)2 <
M2

X < 0.17 (GeV/c2)2, fall into the areas shown in fig. 4.
As is seen, the proton momenta Pp are there higher
than 0.6 GeV/c for the proton energies Tp > 0.8 GeV,
thus excluding the quasi-free regime of the pn interac-
tion. The deuteron momenta Pd are also higher than this
value, which corresponds to significant invariant momen-
tum transfers between the initial and the final deuteron:
|tdd| > 0.35 (GeV/c)2. The angular distribution of the
protons is concentrated inside a narrow cone around the
initial beam direction (fig. 5a-d) common to peripheral
interactions. The accompanying deuterons are also emit-
ted at small angles (fig. 5e-h).

III. PROCESSING, ANALYSIS, AND RESULTS

To find real distributions of the reaction events over
kinematical variables, one should correct the observed
distributions for the angular-momentum acceptance and
detector efficiency of the setup. The four-dimensional
setup acceptance was determined by the Monte Carlo
simulation in the phase space of the variables ξ = Mππ,
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TABLE I: The Breit-Wigner parameters of the differential cross section distribution over the invariant mass Mdππ of the
deuteron-ππ system: average 〈Mdππ〉 and width Γ, along with the process cross section ∆σ within the chosen parameter
intervals (6).

Tp [GeV] 〈Mdππ〉 ± σst ± σsyst [GeV/c2] Γ± σst ± σsyst [GeV/c2] ∆σ [µb]

1.1 2.357 ± 0.002 ± 0.007 0.115 ± 0.004 ± 0.005 0.046 ± 0.005

1.4 2.372 ± 0.002 ± 0.020 0.092 ± 0.003 ± 0.025 0.043 ± 0.020
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FIG. 5: The angular distribution of the events over the labo-
ratory angle of the protons θlabp (a–d) and the deuterons θlabd

(e–h). The upper panels (a, e) correspond to Tp = 0.8 GeV;
(b, f) to 1.1 GeV; (c, g) to 1.4 GeV; and (d, h) to 1.97 GeV.

Mdππ, θ
cm
p , θdππd . Here θp (θd) is the polar angle of a pro-

ton (deuteron) and the superscripts cm and dππ stand
for the reaction center-of-mass system and the deuteron-
two-pion center-of-mass system (CMS), respectively. The
deuteron angle θdππd was taken in the helicity frame,
where the momentum vector of the ejectile proton in
the dππ CMS defined the polar axis. Azimuthal sym-
metry of the cross section was assumed, and the setup
acceptance was averaged over the azimuthal angles φcm

p

and φdππ
d . No acceptance averaging was done over the

four variables of the ξ space, thus the acceptance cor-
rection was independent on any assumption on the re-
action dynamics. Efficiencies of the detectors were in-
cluded into the full acceptance factor. For each of the

recorded events, its position in the ξ space was deter-
mined and the weight corresponding to the acceptance
factor at this point was assigned. To follow the cross sec-
tion dependence on Mdππ, we integrated the cross sec-
tion over Mππ, θ

cm
p and θdππd within the fixed limits not

varying with Mdππ. These limits were selected by the re-
quirement that the four-dimensional acceptance does not
vanish within them in the whole Mdππ range of interest.
For all the beam energies, the integration limits were the
same

0.073 (GeV/c2)2 < M2
ππ < 0.17 (GeV/c2)2,

0.982 < cos θcmp < 1,

−1 < cos θdππd < −0.98.

(6)

The selected M2
ππ interval encompasses the enhance-

ment region of the pion pairs, 0.27–0.41 GeV/c2, and it
means that the further considered data correspond to the
reaction

p+ d → p+ d+ (ππ)0. (7)

The angular intervals correspond to the near-collinear
geometry of the proton and dππ system emission.

A. dππ and pππ invariant mass distributions

Three-momentum transfer from the initial to the final
deuteron state larger than 0.6 GeV/c evidently cannot
be caused by the quasi-free meson exchange between the
projectile and a nucleon inside the deuteron without the
deuteron excitation. Such a process would require too
high momentum components of the deuteron wave func-
tion. Another mechanism of the reaction which seems
more realistic was discussed in the Introduction and illus-
trated in fig. 1d. This mechanism is the deuteron coher-
ent excitation via the t-channel meson exchange between
the projectile proton and the target deuteron. Absorp-
tion of the virtual meson leads to the transfer of signifi-
cant energy Eexc = M∗ −Md, where Md is the deuteron
mass and M∗ is the invariant mass of the excited two-
baryon system. If this excitation is higher than two pion
masses, the resulted quasi-stable intermediate state can
decay to a pion pair and a deuteron. Therefore, the in-
variant mass Mdππ of the produced dππ system should
be equal to the invariant mass of the excited two-baryon
system. The pion pair produced in the decay of the mov-
ing excited two-baryon system should be correlated with
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the other product of the decay, the deuteron. Feasibility
of the t-channel meson exchange mechanism in our case
is justified by smallness of the transversal 3-momentum
transfers and rather low invariant momentum transfers.
Indeed, for the proton laboratory energy from 1–2 GeV
and excitation of the deuteron to Eexc = 0.5 GeV, the
momentum transfer is only 0.45–0.22 GeV/c.
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FIG. 6: Panels a-c: circles correspond to Mdππ spec-
tra with angular and Mππ mass cuts mentioned in text at
Tp = 1.1 GeV (a) and 1.4 GeV (b); stars show the same spec-
tra uncorrected for acceptance, scaled to fit the acceptance-
corrected ones. Spectra at Tp = 0.8, 1.1, 1.4, and 1.97 GeV are
shown together (c), curves are the Breit-Wigner fits, empty
squares and the dash-dotted line correspond to 0.8 GeV, black
circles and the solid line correspond to 1.1 GeV, empty cir-
cles and the dashed line correspond to 1.4 GeV, and black
squares and the dotted line correspond to 1.97 GeV. The
Breit-Wigner fits for 0.8 and 1.97 GeV have the mean value
fixed at 2.364 GeV/c2. Panel d: spectra of the invariant mass
Mpππ, the symbols are the same as in (c), vertical dotted lines
indicate the kinematical limits.

Distributions of the differential cross section over the
invariant mass Mdππ are shown in fig. 6a at 1.1 GeV

and in fig. 6b at 1.4 GeV. They are corrected for the ac-
ceptance and are shown by circles in the interval where
conditions (6) are fulfilled and the acceptance can be
calculated with a high precision. The distributions re-
veal clean peaks inside these intervals. The stars show
the same distributions before correction for the accep-
tance, scaled arbitrarily to fit the figure. In the lower
parts of the spectra, where only the uncorrected spec-
tra are shown, the acceptance partly vanishes within
the limits (6) and hence could not be calculated in a
model-independent way. Comparing the corrected and
uncorrected distributions demonstrates that the calcu-
lated acceptances change smoothly and can not produce
the peaks artificially.

The acceptance-corrected peaks were fitted with the
Breit-Wigner function

dσ

dMdππ

=
a

(Mdππ − 〈Mdππ〉)2 + Γ2/4
(8)

multiplied by the phase space distribution. The obtained
fit parameters are given in Table I. The experimental
FWHM Mdππ resolution is about 12 MeV/c2 and prac-
tically does not influence the observed peak widths of
≈ 100 MeV/c2. The shown systematic uncertainties of
the 〈Mdππ〉 and Γ values are determined mainly by the
accuracy of the setup geometry tuning and the choice
of the Mdππ region for fitting the data. The cross sec-
tion errors also include the uncertainty of the luminosity
determination.

While the peak is well observed at the beam energy
of 1.1 GeV, its left part is rather poorly determined at
1.4 GeV. The limited acceptance does not allow trailing
the whole resonance-like structure at 0.8 and 1.97 GeV:
we only get the left part of the peak at 0.8 GeV and the
right part at 1.97 GeV. Nevertheless, these parts do not
contradict the assumption that they are tails of the rel-
evant peak with a mean value about 2.36 GeV/c2. It is
clearly seen in fig. 6c, where the distributions are shown
together at all four energies. The data indicate presence
of the same resonance-like system exhibited at the ener-
gies used.

In contrast to the resonance behavior of the dππ sys-
tem, the pππ system behaves drastically different in the
same Mππ interval. The events are accumulated at high
Mpππ values near the kinematical boundary and do not
display any notable resonance structure (fig. 6d). It
means that the kinematical region used suppresses excita-
tion of the projectile proton. If the pion pair is produced
by the two-baryon pair excited after the absorption of the
σ-meson, the 3-momentum of the ππ pair should be cor-
related with the momentum of the final deuteron but not
with the scattered projectile proton, which is confirmed
experimentally.

The obtained 〈Mdππ〉 and Γ values will be discussed in
more detail in sect. IV.
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B. ππ invariant mass distributions
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FIG. 7: Spectra of the invariant mass Mππ at 1.1 GeV in
differentMdππ intervals shown in the windows. The curves are
the Gaussian (dotted) and phase space (dashed) contributions
and their sum (solid), see text.

In fig. 7, spectra of the pion-pair mass Mππ obtained
at Tp = 1.1 GeV are shown in different intervals of the
dππ mass. The intervals scan the Mdππ peak region.
A bump with FWHM ≈ 90 MeV/c2 is seen above the
continuum, smoothly growing with increasing Mππ. The
spectra were fitted to the empirical expression

dσ/dMππ = (G+ 1)Φ, (9)

where G is the Gaussian

G =
(

σ(MG
ππ)

√
2π
)

−1

exp

(

−
(

MG
ππ − 〈MG

ππ〉
)2

2σ2(MG
ππ)

)

(10)

and Φ is the phase space. Form (9) seems to be rea-
sonable since the shape of the bump is essentially de-
termined by the Gaussian shape of the setup resolution
with FWHMres = 49 MeV/c2, which is found from simu-
lation. A smoothly varying component taken in a small
region near the threshold of the pion pair production is
close to the phase space distribution of the pion pair in
the dππ system. Results of such spectrum decomposition
are shown by curves in fig. 7.
Parameters of the Gaussian, 〈MG

ππ〉 and σ(MG
ππ), are

presented in fig. 8. The mean value of 〈MG
ππ〉 is 298 ±

5 MeV/c2, while 〈MG
ππ〉 slightly increases with growing

Mdππ. The mean value of σ(MG
ππ) is 38 ± 5 MeV/c2.

The intrinsic width of the bump with allowance for the
experimental resolution is FWHMintr = 75± 14 MeV/c2.
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FIG. 8: Parameters of the Mππ spectrum at 1.1 GeV in
different Mdππ intervals: (a) 〈MG

ππ〉, the mean value and (b)
σ(MG

ππ), the standard deviation of the Gaussian-shape struc-
ture. The dashed lines mark average values of the parameters.
The dash-dotted line is the linear fit to the 〈MG

ππ〉 points.

Another way to determine the intrinsic parameters of the
bump is to fit the Monte-Carlo simulated spectra to the
spectra uncorrected for acceptance and resolution. In
order to calculate the latter, the initial pion pairs were
generated in the target according to the Mππ distribution
of the (G + 1)Φ shape. The result of this procedure,
〈MG

ππ〉 = 310±4 MeV/c2, FWHMintr = 53±11 MeV/c2,
is slightly different from the previous one but consistent
within the errors. Therefore, it is reasonable to accept
FWHMintr = 64± 13± 11 MeV/c2, where the first error
is statistical and the second one systematic.
The relative intensity of the Gaussian and phase space

components varies with Mdππ. It is well seen in fig. 9,
where the distribution of the integrals of these compo-
nents over Mππ is shown as a function of Mdππ: the
narrow component prevails at low Mdππ and diminishes
with increasing Mdππ, while the broad component dom-
inates in the higher Mdππ region. The Mππ spectra at
1.4 GeV have the similar features.

IV. DISCUSSION

As the previous consideration shows, two distinctive
peculiarities take place in the double pion production ac-
companied by the formation of a bound light nucleus:

1. resonance-like dependence of the reaction cross sec-
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FIG. 9: The separated components of the Mππ spectra at
1.1 GeV integrated in different intervals of the dππ invariant
mass: full points are the Gaussian component GΦ, and open
points are the phase space component Φ.

tion on the dππ invariant mass,

2. relatively narrow enhancement (peak, hump) in the
invariant mass distribution of the final ππ pair.

Several models have been developed for explanation
and description of these features, both in traditional me-
son-baryon approaches and in terms of the quark-gluon
degrees of freedom. Here we touch on only those of
them which help to understand qualitatively the whole
phenomenon. Discussion of the data from several other
ABC-effect experimental studies pursues the same aim.

A. Nature of the dππ resonance phenomenon

Let us begin with the resonance-like dependence of the
reaction cross section on the dππ invariant mass.
The first direct observation of the resonance behavior

of the cross section was made in the study of reaction (4)
in the SACLAY experiment [6]. The differential cross
section of the reaction measured at reaction CMS angles
near 0◦ and 180◦ relative to the deuteron beam exhibited
a clear resonance dependence on the CMS energy, W ,
with the mean value W0 = 3.367 GeV and the width
Γ = 54 MeV. The energy W can be related with the full
energy

√
s of the excited intermediate two-baryon system

assuming the reaction mechanism shown in fig. 1c. It can
be easily done using the kinematical relations relevant
for this mechanism. Making these estimates in the first
approximation one can put for the mππ the mean value of
the narrow peak observed in themππ distributions [6] and
assume constant values for the d → p+n and 3He → d+p
vertices. Then the kinematics determines the part of the
initial deuteron momentum taken away by the neutron in
the vertex d → n+ p and the

√
s value at a fixed energy

W . The obtained dependence of the cross section on
the energy

√
s provides the mean value 〈√s〉 = 2.301 ±

0.003 GeV and a rather small width Γ = 89 ± 7 MeV
(fig. 10a). The accuracy of these values can be improved

by taking into account the form-factors in the d(pn) and
3He(dp) vertices of the diagram in fig. 1c.
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FIG. 10: Observables of the reaction dp → 3Heππ measured
in [6] versus the invariant mass

√
s of the np → dππ subpro-

cess: the differential cross section at the angle of 180◦ (a);
the mean mass of the ππ pair in the ABC-effect peak (b);
the width of the ππ pair ABC peak (c). The lines are the
Breit-Wigner (a) and linear (b, c) fits.

Our experimental results can also be compared with
those obtained in the recent studies of the ABC effect by
the WASA collaboration [17, 18, 37]. In contrast to our
and SACLAY experiments, these studies were done for
the exactly determined state of the pion pair, π0π0.
The 〈Mdππ〉 value was estimated to be 2.36 GeV/c2

in [37] and 2.37 GeV/c2 in [38]. Later, the mass M ≈
2.38 GeV/c2 was presented for this resonance [17]. A
pole at [(2380 ± 10) − i(40 ± 5)] MeV was found in the
partial wave analysis of the elastic np scattering refined
by the measurement of the analyzing power Ay [17]. It is
believed that the pole corresponds to the same I(JP ) =
0(3+) resonance as was identified in the pd → pdπ0π0

reaction study. The most intriguing feature of the res-
onance found in the WASA exploration was its rather
small width Γ ≈ 70 MeV/c2.
The Breit-Wigner mass of the resonance 2.357± 0.007

GeV/c2 observed in our experiment is close to the above-
mentioned results with allowance for the systematic er-
rors of the experiments.
However, our value Γ = 106 ± 6 MeV/c2 is notably
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higher than the one obtained in [17, 37, 38]. It can be
assumed that this broadness could be caused by the ver-
tex form factors in the amplitude of the t-channel meson
exchange (fig. 1d). On the other hand, a possible contri-
bution of the isovector ππ pair in the final state of the
reaction (5) can also increase the width of the peak.

Close values of the resonance parameters in the consid-
ered experiments and absence of any other resonances in
the proximity energy region of these reactions indicates
the same nature of the resonances in spite of the differ-
ent modes of their excitation. It is reasonable to accept
the quantum numbers of the resonances I(JP ) = 0(3+)
according to the WASA@COSY determination [17].

Interpretations of this resonance within constituent-
quark models had a significant theoretical support. A
six-quark dibaryon with these quantum numbers and a
similar mass was expected in a set of calculations [21–23].
However, these calculations did not give other important
characteristics, such as the width of the resonance, polar-
ization observables, or the cross section of its excitation.
Certainly, the observation [18] of the np elastic scattering
resonance with the same quantum numbers and energy
cannot be evidence in support of the genuine quark na-
ture of the resonance. A similar relation between elas-
tic and inelastic channels of the resonance were observed
much earlier for the strong inelastic isovector NN reso-
nances 1D2,

3F3,
3P2, which had first been discovered in

the elastic channels. Therefore, the traditional meson-
baryon approach for interpretation of the resonance as-
sociated with the production of the ABC effect remains
to be up to date.

Such a study was carried out by Gal and Garcilazo
in [24, 25]. They employed the πN∆ system in a
Faddeev-type three-body calculation, which dynamically
generated a pole with its mass and width close to that
in the WASA data. Though the approximation done in
the form of a trial ∆ baryon of a zero decay width has
lessened the persuasiveness of this result.

More general motivation for narrowing the D03 width
compared with the free ∆(1232) width was given recently
by Niskanen via a coupled-channel calculation [39] with
the nucleon, pion, and ∆(1232) resonance as the only
participants in the interaction. In the last years, devel-
opment of the chiral constituent-quark model [40, 41] has
resulted in the successful calculation of the total width
of the IJP=03+ resonance with the mass of 2380 MeV.
Moreover, the partial decay widths were reproduced as
well. The calculations revealed a two-component content
of the resonance wave function: a ∆∆ structure and a
dominant hidden-color component, the six-quark exotic
state.

In contrast to this, the recent study [42, 43] done in
the meson-baryon concept [24, 25] describes the total and
partial widths of the D03 decay as a display of the two-
component structure of this dibaryon: a compact ∆∆
component and a loose N∆ near-threshold system with
I(JP ) = 1(2+). This study takes into account a large
reduction of the decay width caused by the ∆ motion in

the compact ∆∆ bound state, the effect missed in the
quark-basis calculations [40, 41].
Thus, the resonance behavior of the reaction cross sec-

tion in the region of the ABC effect can be rather success-
fully reproduced in the framework of the meson-baryon
and the quark-model approach. It means that the term
“dibaryon” may be used to denote a resonance-like hadr-
onic system with the baryon number two without suppos-
ing its fully dense quark-gluon structure. The notation
DIJ , introduced by Dyson and Xuong [44], where I is
the isospin and J is the angular momentum, is now used
for the observed dibaryons.
To summarize, the leading mechanism for the reso-

nance behavior of the reaction cross section associated
with the ABC effect is accepted to be the excitation of
the D03 dibaryon resonance. Elucidation of the physi-
cal nature of the resonance is a particular case of a more
general problem to distinguish between a quasi-molecular
hadron system and a genuine quark hadron. This prob-
lem was formulated a long time ago in several works (see
e.g. [45]). In [46, 47], Weinberg suggested a way to solve
the problem in the case of a bound system, in particular a
bound np system, the deuteron. This way was developed
later for unbound states [48, 49]. It requires several con-
ditions which unfortunately are not met in the dibaryon
case under consideration.
Therefore, the existing duality of the dibaryon nature

is likely to continue for at least a few coming years. How-
ever, it may serve as a good test bench for exploration of
the general “elementarity-compositeness” problem.

B. Nature of the ABC narrow ππ-enhancement

Let us now discuss the narrow enhancement in the in-
variant mass distribution of the final ππ pair.
Decomposition of the ππ invariant mass spectra into a

narrow bump and a smooth distribution seen in our data
is expressed more distinctly in the SACLAY data [6]. At
a relatively low

√
s corresponding to the left side of the

cross section resonance peak a clear narrow peak was seen
in the Mππ spectrum with a mean value of 314± 6 MeV
and Γππ = 49± 5 MeV. An appreciably wider additional
component of the spectra arose at

√
s corresponding to

the maximum of the cross section peak, and this com-
ponent increased in intensity with increasing

√
s so that

on the right side of the resonance the narrow Mππ peak
was positioned over a wide distribution of a several times
higher intensity. The mean value and the width of the
narrow peak of the ABC effect [6] are shown in fig. 10
b, c; the points are taken from Table 2 of [6], and the
reaction CMS energies are recalculated to the

√
s val-

ues. They display a general character similar to those
observed in our data: a slight rise of the mean value of
the peak bump with the energy

√
s growth and no defi-

nite change in the width (fig. 8). The same trend in the
relative intensity of the narrow and wide components as
in [6] is seen in our data (fig. 9). Elucidation of the na-
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ture of the narrow enhancement and its behavior require
a special consideration of the D03 decay channels.
From the whole set of the D03 decay channels

D03 → N +N (11a)

→ N +N + π (11b)

→ N +N + π + π (11c)

→ d+ (π + π)I=0 (11d)

→ d+ σ → d+ (π + π)I=0 (11e)

→ D12 + π → d+ (π + π)I=0 (11f)

channels (11d)–(11f) are of special interest since they pro-
duce exclusively a bound state of a nucleon pair, the
deuteron. D12 in (11f) denotes a well known isovec-
tor dibaryon resonance (see e.g. [50]) with the mass of
2.15 GeV/c2 and quantum number I(JP )=1(2+). A
study of channels (11e) and (11f) as an important way of
the d+π+π final state formation was proposed and done
by Platonova and Kukulin [51]. Their calculation showed
that the D12 + π channel almost saturated the ampli-
tude of the D03 two-body decay mode with the deuteron
formation. Therefore, we limit our consideration to the
single mechanism of the reaction

p+d → p+D03 → p+D12+π1 → p+d+π1+π2. (12)

A two-step decay mechanism of this reaction is schem-
atically shown in fig. 11.

p

d'D12

p'

d

σ

D03

π
2

π
1

FIG. 11: The two-step decay mechanism of the reaction pd →
pdππ: p+ d → p+D03 → p+D12 + π1 → pd+ π1 + π2

Channel (11f) provides a natural explanation for the
narrow enhancement in the mππ distribution. In this
case, the formation of the three-particle final state, dππ,
proceeds via the intermediate state of a particle with a
well-defined mean value of the mass and a rather nar-
row full width, the D12 dibaryon. Presence of this par-
ticle can lead to a simple kinematical effect of cumula-
tion of the pion pairs in a region with a small relative
momentum. It can be easily seen for a collinear kine-
matic case, when the pion produced backward in the
decay D03 → D12 + π1 acquires momentum close to
that of the second pion produced again backward in the
consequent decay D12 → d + π2. At the mean values
MD03

= 2.37 GeV/c2 and MD12
= 2.15 GeV/c2 the ππ

invariant mass, that equals 0.271 GeV/c2 for π0π0 and
0.280 GeV/c2 for π+π−, becomes nearly a sum of the
pion masses.

The arising kinematical concentration can take place
only in the three-particle system ππd, and washes out
in the more-participant system ππNN . This feature ex-
plains the well-known fact of the ABC effect manifesta-
tion only in the presence of a bound nucleus in the final
state. The existing experimental data strongly intimate
the quasi-collinear character of the kinematics associated
with the ABC effect: the pion pairs produced in the ABC
peaks of the reaction d+p → 3He+(ππ)0 are angular dis-
tributed in the cones of about 30◦–40◦ FWHM around 0◦

and 180◦ relative to the reaction axis (see fig. 20 in [6]).
The angular distribution of the deuterons recorded in the
WASA experiments also have peaks around the same an-
gles (see fig. 5 in [17]). The kinematics of our experiment
is also close to collinear. Concentration of fast deute-
rons, 3He, 4He nuclei near 0◦ and 180◦ angles is seen in
all experiments where the narrow ABC enhancement was
observed.

Two factors erode the pion cumulation: receding from
the collinear kinematics and dispersion of the resonance
masses. To check to what extent the dispersion of angles
and masses can wash out the kinematical cumulation of
the pions, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation us-
ing the kinematics of the D03 and D12 decays in chan-
nel (11f). The dibaryons were considered to be Breit-
Wigner resonances with the parameters ER = 2370 MeV
and Γ = 70 MeV for D03, and ER = 2120 MeV and
Γ = 120 MeV for D12. The decay products were emitted
into the relevant two-particle phase space. The result-
ing Mππ spectrum actually does not depend on the dis-
tributions of the D03 production and decay, though the
concentration of the produced nuclei near 0◦ and 180◦

suggests that these processes favor collinear kinematics.

Any assumptions on the angular dependence of the
D12 decay would be unreliable if based on the distribu-
tions of final particles without knowing the dynamics of
the first two stages of the cascade. Thus, we have re-
searched the M2

ππ spectra for various terms of a general

shape c0 + c1 cos θ
D12

d + c2 cos
2 θD12

d , where θD12

d is the
polar angle of the deuteron relative to the direction of
the D03 decay in the D12 center-of-mass system. These
simulated spectra are shown in fig. 12. The uniform θD12

d

distribution results in a broad and smooth Mππ distribu-
tion (fig. 12a). The distributions in fig. 12b demonstrate

influence of the θD12

d forward-backward asymmetry on
the Mππ distribution. The distribution shown by a solid
line in fig. 12c, obtained with the “collinear” angular dis-
tribution cos2 θD12

d , reveals a pronounced narrow peak of
the typical ABC effect features, while the “anti-collinear”
sin2 θD12

d shown by a dashed line, results in a prominent
peaking near the center of the spectrum.

Our simulation shows that the narrow ππ enhance-
ment, the ABC effect, may be a consequence of two main
peculiarities: a) the presence of two dibaryon resonances,
D03 andD12, and b) the decay of D12 occurring predomi-
nantly in the forward direction. Confirmation of the sug-
gested explanation of the ABC narrow enhancement un-
doubtedly requires quantitative calculations, and a thor-
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ough theoretical analysis of channel (11f) is in progress.
The current theory development, e.g., in the ways con-
sidered in [20, 24, 51, 52], allows expecting such confir-
mation. The experimental confirmation can be obtained
in the detailed study of the angular dependence of the
Mππ spectra: the narrow enhancement should be well
seen at the pair emission angles near 0◦ and 180◦ and
should disappear near 90◦.

It is natural that the narrow ππ enhancement caused
by the kinematical correlation in channel (11f) is accom-
panied by a wider excess of the pion pairs from chan-
nels (11d) and (11e). An examination in [20] shows in
favor of the above a wide set of possible active factors.
A whole structure of the observed Mππ distribution de-
pends evidently on the energy

√
s, the angle of the pair

emission, and the momenta of the recorded secondaries
from channels (11d), (11e), and (11f).

In [51] the experimental Mππ distributions obtained
in [37] are well reproduced on the assumption of a signif-
icant contribution of channel (11e). For that, the param-
eters of the σ meson must be taken as Mσ = 300 MeV
and Γσ = 100 MeV, strongly different from the cur-
rently quoted parameters (

√
s)σpole = (400–500)− i(200–

300) MeV [53]. Such an essential drop in the parameter
values was explained as a manifestation of partial chi-

ral symmetry restoration in the conditions of hot and/or
dense nuclear matter. Although the hypothesis of this
restoration has a serious theoretical support, its manifes-
tation in the case of the D03 resonance decay definitely
requires additional confirmations. To conclude, one can
consider the wide enhancement in the Mππ distribution
as the main contribution of channels (11d), (11e), and
partly of (11f), while the kinematical effect in two-step
channel (11f) can be a source of the narrow enhancement
in the Mππ known as the ABC effect discovered in the
pioneer works [1, 2].

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

1. An experimental study of the double pion produc-
tion at beam energies 0.8–2.0 GeV has been per-
formed in the process p + d → p + d + (ππ)0 at
small scattering angles of the final proton and the
deuteron emission. The final proton momenta are
higher than 0.6 GeV/c, excluding the quasi-free np
scattering mechanism. The momentum transfers
from the initial to the final deuteron are high, 0.4–
2 GeV/c2, to suppress mechanisms of the projectile
proton excitation. These kinematical conditions
are favorable for coherent excitation of the deute-
ron via the t-channel meson exchange between the
proton and the deuteron.

2. Significant enlargement of the differential cross sec-
tion of the reaction at small angles of the proton-
deuteron pair emission was observed in the re-
gion of the pion pair production close to the
threshold. The distribution of the events over
the dππ invariant mass revealed a clear peak at
the mass of 2.36 GeV/c2 with the width of about
100 MeV/c2. The parameters of the peak are close
to those observed earlier in the study of the dou-
ble pion production in the quasi-free NN inter-
action in the pd → pdπ0π0 reaction (WASA at
CELSIUS/COSY) and the dp → 3He(ππ)0 reac-
tion (SACLAY).

3. The resonance behavior of the coherent produc-
tion of the pion pair in the pd → pdππ reac-
tion can be considered as a particular case of the
D03 dibaryon excitation observed in several reac-
tions of the ABC effect manifestation. The pa-
rameters of this dibaryon were determined in the
WASA@CELSIUS/COSY studies.

4. The pion pair invariant mass distribution features
a two-component character: rather narrow en-
hancement near 300 MeV/c2 with FWHM about
90 MeV/c2 over a wide smooth continuum. This
observation is similar to the one obtained in the
SACLAY experiment.

5. The pion-pion invariant mass distribution can be
explained as manifestation of two leading mech-
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anisms. One of them is the D03 decay channel
D03 → d + σ → d + (ππ)I=0 and the other is
D03 → D12 + π → d + (ππ)I=0. The narrow en-
hancement called as the ABC effect arises in the
second channel due to kinematical correlation be-
tween the momenta of the subsequently produced
pions. The latter statement has at present only a
qualitative character. The already developed theo-
retical models evidently allow the item to be quan-
titatively examined.
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